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WITH HIS few crude implements he worked around the stumps and stones in

his small clearing. He toiled day in and day out enlarging his clearing
so that he could raise more crops. "Tomorrow," he says. "I'll begin work
on that grove of large oaks and beeches. Next fall after leaf-fall I'll

burn this whole country up'and kill them pizen snakes am' wild varmints.
That big grove of poplars has to op with them chestnuts where I got so

many turkey last year."

The name of this pioneer was Joe who was born in 1777. There were

so many other boys and men among his relatives who were called Joe that

sobriquets were necessary to distinguish each of them. There were

'Red-headed Joe. Little Red-headed Joe. Muddy Creek Joe. and a host of

others, but the Joe in whom we're interested was known as Cranberry Joe
until near the end of his life when he became known as Cancer Joe due to a
cancer that began eating his face away and left him a tragic figure to

behold. In his last days it was necessary to feed him through a goose

quill. At both ends of his life he set a 'first' - he was the first white
child born on Meadow River and his grave was the beginning of the cemetery
at Mount Lookout. His second wife. whose nickname was Easter. visited and
doctored the sick in the first days of the community. She. one feels

sure, always responded to the urgent calls from the lonely and humble

cabins. The creek which we know as Franzy Creek was first called Easter

Branch and is officially recorded by ttie latter name. Cranberry Joe

erected his cabin beside this creek. He learned. too, no doubt when
digging his soil that other humans had been present before he moved there.
for to this day Indian relics can be found down there, but Cranberry Joe

was too near Indian times to have the same "slant" on Indian relics as we

have in this day over a century later; and as a child with his mother he
hid in the swamps near their cabin at the mouth of Big Clear Creek to

avoid Indians. One day when he picked up and arrowhead he probably said.
"Them murderous filthy varmints have been down here!"

One day an old timer said that Cranberry Joe never went to 'fur and
distant' places but his son whose name was Joe' - went out West where

he was murdered.

Cranberry Joe. in spite of the cancer, lived to be almost eighty

years of age. Those last years were ones of misery, His wife used

homemade remedies. which she concocted herself, but her mixtures weren't

very effective. A neighbor had read Dr. Gunn's Medical Book and was as a

conseouence considered to be qualified as a doctor. Old Doc Gunn's book

have directions how to extract the milky juice from the poppy plant and

make opium. What a godsend this was for people in pain. It was magic in

the hands of the community doctor. Dr. Dickerson McClung. He didn't

abuse its use, but less honest men did this laws eventually were past

restricting its use.

Cranberry Joe labored hard down there along the creek - we would

Probably say that he 'bruted it' but he had a large family to support
seven children to his first wife. Jane. and tow to his second wife.
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One son. Bill Slick. one day found that tragedy had struck at. his
humble isolated cabin. While away from home the winter of 1042. his cabin
burned to the ground and his young wife with her four children fi76ze to
death. Imagine his response to this tragedy his cabin a pile of ashes.
the trial through the snow leading to the frozen forms of his family in
the forest. How helpless ie. man when face to face with the elements in

their moods of fury - lighting flashing rampant through the vault of the
firmament. floods sweeping down the valley. a tornado tumblino a man's
mansion as if it were a child's playhouse.

Bill Slick, upon his return from across Gavle' at Cross Lanes.
learned of the tragedy of his family. At first, it is said, he
'contemplated suicide in his despondency but he, as folks say, got hold of
himself, later moved to Fayette County where he married Margaret Likins,
to whom nine children were born. It is best, we know. for one to not sit
in despair amid tombstones of lost hopes and dreams. Man can reason 7 and
forget. During retrospective moments the dimmed realities of the trail of
the past may flood back to his consciousness but the future, only,
presents the open untraveled trail.

Cranberry Joe acquired his two hundred acres from his father,
William, August 4. 1828. He was almost 51 Years of age. Twelve days
before his fifty-first anniversary December 20, 1828, his first wife died,
and but enough of this man's tragedy, enough about the environment in

which he lived, worked, laughed, suffered and perished. However, his

tragedies were not entirely his alone they were his neighbors'. too;

the neighbors who sat with him through a feather quill. Something good

and great in the hearts of men Makes this true. A realization, perhaps,
of the tragedy that is yours and mine through the years is partly

responsible. The roots of sympathy reach into more than one type of soil

before it blooms, and different men define the types differently.

Cranberry Joe, it seems, was the first McClung to settle here. We

don't know how or by whom his land was surveyed but we know something
about another early settler's land, thanks to C. A. McClung's writings.
C. A. said "...when those early tracts were selected, no surveyors were
was always covered with the phrase 'more or less.' which was generally

acres." Mr. McClung cited John McClung's tract as and example. Pioneers
John and Dickinson McClung acquired 400 acres August 8, 1832, accordina to
Book 2, Page 520 at the Court House. John and Dickinson divided the

tract, the main road being the line of division. John's half. according

to C. A., included all or parts of the following farms: Gus Greaser's,

Jud Buff's, H. L. Stull's, Z. B. McClung's, the Spurgeon Place, C. C.

Chapman's, C. G. Shawver's, C. A. McClung's, Geo. and Tom Kincaid's,
Woodson Evans', Charley and Ira McClung's, James Woods', W. L.. L. H.

and the Bibb Champ farm, which was John's old homestead. Taking cood

measure, our pioneers found it unnecessary to use the strategy that

settlers in the Potomac valley used to acquire more land, as recorded by

Dr. E. C. Smith in his History of West Virginia "Thus far there had

been Little difficulty in securing titles to land. A thrifty farmer, by

giving his steers human names. secured a farm in the name of each one."
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There eventually arose much confusion over such loosely determined
boundaries of the various tracts so when such surveyors as Sauire Jim
entered the picture, they 'found and opportunity to acquire unclaimed land
and speculate on it. which was and is legitimate. The earliest. local
surveyor was. it seems. Squire Jim McClung who also was a J.P. and and

earls/ member of the County,Court of Nicholas. His son. W. A. (Uncle

Aaron). also became a surveyor; he was a licensed lawyer and served as

Prosecuting Attorney. One time Uncle Aaron was called to settle a

dispute between Good Charley and Newman McClung over two cherry trees.

Each claimed them. Uncle Aaron did a bit of computing in solemn

deliberation, set up his compass and ran a line between the trees.
"That's the way it comes out, boys." he said. Each had a cherry tree. On
t?is way home he was asked. "Did you get it settled, Uncle Aaron?"

"Yes." he said. "it's settled as long as THEY live."

An early surveyor in the southwest part of what is now known as

Nicholas County was a gent by the name of Daniel Boone. According to

Hale. Paddy Huddlestone and Boone trapped about a dozen beavers at the

upper end of Long Shoal. a few miles below Kanawha Falls, Fayette County.
Boone was a surveyor in this region from 1789 - 1798 .... Maainnis says
that VanBibber and Boone surveyed what is now Nicholas County.

Some other surveyors who surveyed here or nearby in pioneer days
included Alexander Welch who surveyed the McClung land grant in 1794. He
also laid in 1794, according to Maginnis Josiah
Shanklin surveyed the same McClung patent in order to divide the land and
in 1815 he resurveyed the same patent by Court order to determine if

Edward Hughes' 240 A. patent of 1814 was inside McClung's 43.417 A.

patent. The survey showed Hughes, whose patent was on the north side of

Gauley in the Hughes Bridge are, was about one mile inside, but through a
technical point of law Hughes won the case and McClung had to make a

"strategic withdrawal" to the south side of the river (McClung's first
surveyor failed to state that he had crossed the river in fact, he
hadn't but had platted this part of the patent). So, this shows why there
was a Hughes Ferry and why there were two sets of call for the McClung
patent.

The first settler in Wilderness District. Jeremiah O'Dell, a.

Revolutionary soldier, "surveyed a road from Ronceverte to Summersville
for which he received a tract of land at the place where Squire White
later lived."

We learned what a 'bargain' John McClung got in his land.
Dickerson didn't do so bad himself with his part of the division of their'
tract. According to L. 0. McClung, a son of Dickerson. Dickerson lived
first in the cleared field in James woods. at or near the big cherry tree:
later he moved to the high mound near the road at Nash McClung's place
then to the "Bob McClung Place" (At the first place is where the eleven
foot panther' was treed and killed after it had been heard gnawing on a

sheep skin in the loft of the cabin, according to L. O.)

The 400 A. tract known as the James woods was bought by James for
one.dollar and A. while previous to that it exchanged hands -for a
homemade suit of jeans clothes, L. C. says.
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Speaking of jeans clothes, one time 'Aunt' Polly paid her son
Dickerson a visit and asked him to accompany her on a trip to Speckled
Buck's. Dick says. "I can't for I have no coat." That was no problem to
that dear old soul Aunt Polly. She made a loom from sapling, etc., wove
the cloth, made the coat and a-visiting thee did co to Speckled Buck's!
And that coat, we feel suhe, lasted for years, years and year= Take a
coat today---why, it's apt to bust when you try it on.

If you ask a oeolouist or look around a bit Yourself you'll see
evidence that a large area of the region, of which Mt. Lookout is a part,
was once ages ago a plateau or elevated plain. It is now called a

dissected plateau. as through the ages the teeth and knife erosion have
carved out valleys deep and shallow, leaving the flat ridges as remnants
of the ancient plateau. Every little muddy trickle did its part in

carving our landscape and in the future every little trickle with its gram
of mud will change it that much, will add its bit to that of another
trickle until the great streams below us are laden with soil.

To the remnants of this Cretaceous plateau--to the Flatwoods--came
our first settlers who hacked their clearings and erected their cabins.

They came with loins girded, as it were, to face adversities,

high-hearted, high-spirited with the horizon of a great nation before

them.

Squire Jim located at the place where Laban McClune lives, Bill

Slick lived at or near Lou Moses' house. near Dunk Halstead's place.
Alexander McClung selected his tract "on the flat overlooking the historic
spot known as Carnifax Ferry,' as C.A. McClung says in his writings. One

of the other first settlers, Jacob Stull, who came from Virginia, settled
on what is now known as the Henry Stull farm. so this farm is 122 years.

old. C.A. says that Jacob was a quite hard working man.

Monroe McClung selected his tract where Bayses now live, but later
sold this property and bought land now owned by W.E. Legg, John Evans.
the Newt McClung place, etc., adjoining the tract of Dickerson McClung.

Carroll McClung settled on land now owned by Nash McClung. His
cabin was built "on a little knoll near a great sugar tree overlooking the
public road," C.A. says. He moved to the Horse Shoe in Fayette County.

John Deitz, and wife Louisa, who was the only dauuhter of James

McClung to settle here, selected their tract "on the southern side of the
Mt. Lookout plateau next to Meadow River....At his death he turned his

home place over to his son Wallis." (Quoting C.A. McClung), Randolph
Deitz son of Wallis, his family and Milton Keenan reside at the old

homestead. Mr. Keenan who married Wallis' widow Rachel is an excellent
example of an optimist.

George A McClung came to his land which was on both sides of the

creek that later was to be called Collison Creek after his eldest child.

He came here ten or more years later than the early settlers. His first

land (200 A.) which he acquired Aug. 8, 1E132, but Permitted it to go

4
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delinquent; on Nov. 15, 1343, he acquired the 320 A. to which he moved.
"He was nicknamed George Thump, because of the habit of thumping the boys
on the heads to keep them quite," C.A. McClung says. George and Collison
had watermills on the creek. Signs of the mills can be seen there still.

Collison's mill was slow so slow that in fun he would say, it is
said, That grain is ground, put in another."

Uncle Sam. son of Geo. A., told me a true panther tale. One day,
when Sam was a chunk of a boy. he was sent by his father to cover the
hopper of the mill for fear it was going to rain. Accompanied by his dog
he rushed down to the mill before darkness fell. The boy's haste was
abruptly halted just before he reached the mill --- there before him
slinking from the brush was a large, long-tail, cat-like animal. The boy
investigated no further for he didn't stay there long enough he beat
the dog home! For fear his father would demand his return to the mill.
the boy kept the incident to himself. That night he lost a few winks of
sleep thinking of the possible consequences when his dad discovered the
uncovered hopper, but the old man never learned about it until the boy had
grown into a man. The boy rose just at day break, went down and covered
the hopper, slipped back in bed and got up at breakfast as if nothing
happened.... What a difference it would be now, over a century later,
Some young squirt now would probably say, '01' man, go down and cover your
own hopper!"

Andrew (Good Andy) McClung built his- cabin on a ridge at what now
is known as the Ed Champ place Evidence of this pioneer can be seen
there yet. He was very near to the south boundary of the McClung land
grant. His two boys didn't stay "put" as some of the others did but went
to Sharp Mountain from here, H.J. Burr says. The most noted member of
this branch of the family at the present time is a grandson. Or. Jim
McClung, of Richwood. Andy was active up to 90 years, Jud says.

After the McClungs, Jacob Stull and John Deitz. the original
settlers, established themselves here, the Evanses and Peter Shaffer came
at an early date. Alkana Evans moved to this area from Greenbreir and
became a neighbor to Alex McClung for whom he worked. Alkana was
industrious and noted for immense heavy, tall rail fences and leaving no
tree roots in his fields, according to C.A. McClung. He was and
outstanding bible student. To his first wife he had 13 children: to his
second wife, five, three whom are living John. George and Louisa.

Alexander Evans bought a farm from Squire Jim McClung. married Edna
Skaggs. He was the greatest story teller the community ever had. C.A.
says. He, too, was a great bible reader like his brother Alkana and
attended Sunday School regularly but made his seat outside where he
entertained an audience which was often larger than the one inside.

Williams Evans was small of stature and known generally as the
'Little Man'. He bought his farm and built his cabin on land now owned by
Ben Chapman. He was also fond of telling jokes. C.A. says, but his jokes
were of the colorless sort, so that it was necessary for him to laugh at
the proper time to show the point. His wife. Aunt Sally, was noted for
her memory.
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Peter Shaffer came from Greenbrier and located on the Meadow River
side of the community. He lived to be very old, according to C.A.

Anyone who tramps around through the woods around here will often
come to signs of old cleari'ngs and a pile of stones which are the remains
of the chimney of a log cabin of the old days. Take the old Buzzard
Place. f'rinstance. It is near the Callie Gap and a beautiful place for a
home indeed --- fine flats nearby, which in the old days were covered with
great trees of many species and game of many kinds inhabited this area:
yes, even bears! Frank. Moses says when he was a very small boy George
Masters. who lived at the Buzzard Place, brought them a piece of hear
Meat. He had shot it at his place. Over there, too, Callie Skaggs killed
a bear. Bears had been eating corn in a field; Callie was standing guard
when a female with two large cubs appeared. He killed one of the cubs.
At this old place is the old rock pile, an old apple tree that is holding
to life by the merest thread and coral berry is still abundant, bravely
holding its foothold against the forest that is reclaiming its own. Pines
took advantage of the old clearing where John Hendrickson, Allen Jones and
01' Buzzard himself had raised their crops at various times years ago and
have formed a grove. Nearby is the rhododendron-fringed edge of the high
cliffs that overlook the tortuous course of Meadow River, in which many an
Indian and paleface have cast their lines in happy anticipation. Visitors
to the humble abode here have asked a shy barefoot child, "Where's your
pa?" to receive the reply, "He's down on the river fishin'."

What dreams that old river has fostered --- dreams that floated on
with the endless waters, dreams that became lost in the swirling pools
below. Ah, the magic of the river the magic that lifts YOU into a
realm above the harsh realities of life. ... But some just go there to
fish.

Down over those cliffs is the bone yard of part of this cliff, the
part of it that has been split asunder and rent into fragments by great
forces of the ages --- the rains, the icy fingers of countless winters,
the relentless thief erosion all have lent their hands to the bizarre
sculpture of the cliffs. ... Over these cliffs one time a man pitched
his unwanted dog. (He was too. tenderhearted to face the dog with a gun!)
The next morning the dog was back home. The second time the dog was
pitched over it stayed pitched!

Three families, Herb Hendrickson says, have lived at the al'
Buzzard Place. which was named "Buzzard." ... There also was a man in
these parts known as Buzzard Champ. Inquiry was made to an old timer as
to Champ's true name which she didn't know. but she related a tale about
him. One time he got a finger stuck in a gun barrel. After unsuccessful
attempts to extricate his finger, he in desperation and in all seriousness
to those around him. "Cut it off boys, cut it off!" Have you ever
received a reply like this, "They didn't treat him right, he never had a
chance, far he was a 'wood's colt' and never knew for sure who his dad
was?" See the injustice, the narrowness, the traaedy in it. An old timer,
who is-dead now, told me how he was kicked about when a boy. He had no
home to call his own. He had an ailment which caused him to wet the bed.
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At one place where he staved, he was forced to wash his face with
the wet sheet every time the sheet was found to be wet. He carried the
scars of his tragic youth throughout his life. Human behavior i often
warped by the circumstances of the background.

Very often one hears someone say "I never had a chance." while the
truth is he never took advantage of the chance. that seems true in some
cases. Sometimes the links in the chain of circumstances act as a
shackle. Or probably as a youth, the future looked so full of years that
he felt there was plenty of time and no need to rush but one day, of all
things!, he discovered a pray hair on his head. There are other reason,
too valid or not, for having missed the boat. Probably self-discipline
was lacking. or lack of energy to climb out of degrading circumstances.

In the old days they say there was a guy named Abner who was the
champion dumbbell. He never learned to divide his grist in two equal
parts for his horse to carry to the mill but would put a large stone in
one end of his sack to balance his load. He seems to have been the
personification of dumbness --- the little dumb acts of everyone rolled
into one victim. .. Later, if you remember, there was the man who upon
receiving his change after a purchase, counted the money two or three
times. The merchant asked, "Isn't the change right?" "Yes" the customer
replied, "but it just is." ... There was the man who was given a bushel
of potatoes. A few days later he returned and asked if he could pet
another bushel on the same terms as the first one.

There was the 000d neighbor who gave his very poor (indigent and
indolent, shall we say?) neighbor who had a large family, a cherry tree
that was laden, with cherries. Later, the poor neighbor approached the
good neighbor- -with a proposition --- you'll pick them cherries for me
I'll give you half of them." ...Another citizen once upon a time bought an
8 -day alarm clock, which for years he wound faithfully daily.

. He had
occasion to be away for a week and on his return was indeed mystified to
find his clock still running. He had two solutions --- a neiohbor had
been sneaking in to wind the clock or the manufacturer had put in more
spring than he had intended. One day the man from whom the clock was
bought explained the mystery. After that the clock often stopped for its
owner could not remember when he wound it last. Grabbing this dilemma by
the horns, he traded the 8-day affair for a 1-day job... But
I--egotistical I- sit on my pinnacle lookin' down on sich doin's, just a
hair from it myself. My clock, if you please. is an electric one--a mere
tick took, geologically speaking, from Plato's improvement of the sundail.
G.E. ironed out the wrinkles for me. I do not have to remember to wind
it.

For the present, at least, let's compromise --- I'll not wonder at
your blunder if you'll not wonder at mine. Let's get to other matters, to
some things that the late C.A. McClung has left in his writings. We
learn that pioneer John Deitz was married twice. the second time to Betty
Anderson. C.A. says that he could not remember John's first wife Louisa.
On checking, one learns why --- C.A. was born in 1862 and Louisa died in
1866.
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C.A. tells about George Jones ("Bareheaded" Jones). "Alex McClung
also adopted a child. the son of a deceased sister. His name was George
Jones. This boy he regarded as his own son giving him a farm when' he was
grown. and spending much of his time with him in his old age. He was very

industrious, a good citizeh, and loved by all..." (The George Jones farm

is now owned by Gus Jones, son of George. By the time George Jones was
born, which was 1850, Alex had acquired over 1100 acres of land --- 400 A.
in 1829, 225 A. and 500 A. of delinquent land in 1848. according to

records at Summersville. C.A. says, "...Here in the triangle formed by

the junction of Gauley and Meadow rivers he conceived the plan of his

future home. That of surrounding himself on two sides by these streams so
,as to preclude other settlers from behind him. In order to carry out this
plan it was necessary for him to add to'his 400 acres by purchase both the
Gaulev and Meadow river sines: making his lines reach from river to river
in a straight line across the triangle...").

C.A. says. "While some of the early McClungs excelled in piety.

others in public talent, it was left to Alex McClung to set the pace for

all the others in primitive agriculture and stock raising."

C.A. says that he was a grown boy before he ever heard anyone use
a profane word, This was discussed. with a friend who related his

experience. This friend, who was born iri 1894, says that he was a chunk

of a boy before he heard a cuss word. This burst of profanity was aimed

at a team of horses which the newcomer to the community was driving.
Profanity was so foreign to this lad that he failed to recognize it as not
and improvement on the king's english for driving horses, so the boy went

home and harnessed up his 'horses' which were two barrels. The air was

soon being singed by the lad --- "Get up you dash blankety blank so and

so's!!!" he Veiled at the barrels.- The-lad simply burned the air about
him with his newly-found words, but something else nearby was being burned

and seared. too --- the ears of his astonished mother! Cros' learned his
first lesson about the use of cuss words there and then, with plenty of

emphasis administered on a certain unmentionable part of his anatomy...

This is from a book: "...The writer visited this community (Mt. Lookout)

in 1902. They are a peaceful, law-abiding, hospitable people. A

worth gentleman asserts that he has lived among these McClungs for eight

years and he has never yet heard a propane oath uttered by one of the

name."... This was, of course, some fifty years ago....

C.A. says the first school house erected in the community by the

settlers was located within 50 feet of the forks of the road and opposite
the mill property. "It was constructed of round logs. covered with

clapboards, held down by press poles at one end for burning wood." "The

first religious services ever held in the community were held in this

building and were conducted by John McClung; while the first Sunday

School was held under a spreading hemlock tree near the residence of

Dickinson McClung (between the Bob McClung house and the public road).

The teacher was Great Grandma Polly, mother of John. Dickinson and Squire

Jim." ... The old school house was called "Salem," according to one

authority, but C.A. didn't so mention. Salem the name remained until a

new building-was erected. Osborne Halstead, a member of the school board,
didn't like the name Salem, thus the new school was named New Milton. it

is said ... Bell. School, according to Herb Hendrickson, was built about
1978-'79 by Newman McClung. A dinner bell. which was secured from Aaron
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McClung, was used to call the kids to school. Many of our parents and
grand parents responded to the dino-dong of that bell. after which the
school was named.... A few years later, it is said Pine Grove was built
by Newman McClung down by the creek, one of the branches of Malinda
During winter those hills in the vicinity were worn slick and icy'by the
kids' sleds. What a time those kids had How care free, how joyful that
laughter--with and occasional bitter tear.... Few understood the poem
which they studied -- "He who buys land, buys many stones..."

(The information above is from the memory of the informants. No
research was made.)

The first buildings here, of course, were constructed of poles and
,logs, but later whip-sawed lumber was used. The lumber was whip-sawed by
hand at first but eventually some men began operating the whip -saws by
water power. Tom Shawver had a water power operated whip-saw down at
Shawves Bridge. It seems that before Samp Stull and George Jones bought
their saw mill. A.J. McClung secured 'saw mill' lumber from Jake Amick at
what is now Runa. Fool included the Runa country before the Rune P.O.
was established.

There were several mills here in days gone by, remains which can
still be found along our creeks. Alex McClung had one at the falls of
Melinda, George Jones had one on Charley Branch, Dickinson McClung one on
Sally Branch, Squire Jim had a grist and saw mill on the Bubby Branch,
Newman McClung owned it once, too, and Rev. G.A. Burr operated it, while
Granville McClung had an interest in the mill. Mendricksons had a mill on
Collison Creek, as well as Geo. and Collison McClung, whom we have
mentioned before. In the old days there was a horse-driven mill near
where Newt Deity lives, according to an authority who is now dead. I fail
to find in my notes who owned this mill. Jud Burr says that he has heard
of this mill but he doesn't know who owned it.

In the area of George McClung's mill site some unusual events have
happened. Before he moved down there over a century ago. Indians camped
under an overhanging -cliff which is now known as the Indian Rock. A
friend from New Jersey, who has had experience in such work, and this
scribe marked the area under the rock off in square feet then carefully
dug one square at a time, recording the position and depth of each item
found. However, as he so often does, the pale face had very
unscientifically dug and molested the area. We found some old fire pits
dug into the yellow clay and filled with 'fossil' ashes. In one pit we
found a bird point. Had and Indian had a bird for dinner? Had and Indian
boy brought down his first game with this tiny arrowhead and roasted it in
that pit? A bit of cooking had been done there indeed for we unearthed
several shards of pieces of earthenware, so we know squaws had been there'.
Squaws? Yes, can you imagine and Indian brave hunter and fighter that
he was carrying a clay pot with him? Numerous flint flakes, arrow
heads, scrapers, etc., were unearthed but one item of unusual interest was
a human tooth -- molar. It was four inched deep and apparently had not
been disturbed by the unscientific diggers before us. After we learned
that the place had been disturbed tco much for us to recreate the 'setup'
as it was when used by the aborigines, we abandoned the project. Years
ago, according to H.J. Burr, pioneer George McClung (who was H.J.'s
grandfather) flailed his grain under this cliff. It has also been used as
a barn, a shelter for pale face campers, and unscientific diggers for
Indian relics have through the years made the dirt fly, scattered the
fragments end poor Tom and I couldn't put them together again.
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It is said that, the first settlers. here could follow the Indian
trail to this, rock and toward another Indian Rock on the wav toward the
mouth of Meadow River and to Gauley which the Delawares, called
"To-ke-bel-lo-ke," meaning 'falling creek. according to historian Virgil
Lewis. Later the French named this river Saule, the ancient name 'of their
homeland, according to publisher Cal Price. (The name must indeed be and
old one for it was November, 1762, at Fontainbleau that French power was
broken on this continent. (The "v" was added to Gauley by the English).

One day in the fall of 1863 Captain Riley with his small group of
Yankees hid in the woods of this cliff in order to ambush a superior force
of Rebels enroute to near the mouth of Meadow River. Captain Rilen Ramsey
and his men let the Rebs have a volley from the cliff top. The fight was
on for awhile then Yanks; after wounding tow Rebs. made a 'strategic
withdrawal' to the great forest. They put on a "disappearing act!" In the
Ramsey Family History J.C. Ramsey says that he was five and one-halt
Years of age when this skirmish occurred. He was born May 25, 1858, which
makes the date November. 1863.

Years later timber-hungry men hacked a hole through the great
forest and laid the tracks for their puffing, panting, tooting, crawling
steel horses, and the whole bottom by the Indian Rock and by the ruins of
the old creaky watermill where the lad Sam had seen a panther was soon
covered with buildings and became known as Camp 51, the home of a strange
spike-footed race of men known as wood hiCks. They had a lust for tearing
down forests and their wake was a litter of tree tops, stumps and stones.
It took great numbers of these men, with the aid of local citizens.
several years, to do the work that Paul Bunyan could have done in a month
or two. Weaklings! They only used 80 penny nails for tooth picks.
Sissies! They scoffed at coffee and tea for them nothing less than very
strong lye water flavored a hit with Lightning Hot Drops. One day a
native sold a hick a cup of maple sugar. The man ate it cup and all as if
it were a cone of ice cream and people heard him crunching the cup three
miles away. One day a hick hooked one end of a chain to his aching tooth
with the other end to a Shay engine. The engineer didn't know about, this
man being hooked to his engine so he started out full steam, derailing 01'
No. 97 as the man with the toothache refused to budge. These men had a
knitting club down at Camp 51, but the club room was rather- drafty as the
men would become so wrapped up with their knitting that they'd forget
where they were and spit through the wall. You could sit inside and enjoy
the scenery outside due to the perforated structure. The boys liked it
that way.. The club was disbanded by the law as the boys pet to spitting
at protected birds in the tree tops and killing them. They didn't like
the law so they took up their cant books and knitting needles and went
forth in search of more virgin forests to tear down. This area was a land
of stumps and stones.

Now to depart from our facetious mood who can resist tall tales of
the big timber? Let us become serious again. This area was originally
an unbroken wilderness of magnificent forest. This forest was responsible
for millionaires, for men with foresight and a knowledge of the power of
the dollar' came in and bought the timber from our ancestors who didn't
sell it for a song - no, just for a note or two of the song. A quarter in
their hands was worth a thousand dollars in the future, which was probably
well enough for you and I didn't have it to quarrel over. Years before
the twenties when- the big operations began here. James came in and set up
his saw mill. He sawed poplar and sold oak to Courtney for stave timber.
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James bought 400 A. at one dollar per acre. There is a record of
one poplar that had a diameter of 138 in. There were 25.000 feet of
merchantable boards in this tree. George Acree bought choice trees in
this area for Hoffman at Charleston. They attempted to float the logs
down the rivers to Charleston, as did Cheney who put 'em down Lod Chute
Hollow in the James woods, but this method proved too difficult and
expensive. It is said that for years after the project was abandoned
countless logs lay rotting in rick-heaps and strewn along like the farmer;
The farmers's grain turned out so well he didn't have a grain to sell.
However, James used wagons to transport his lumber to the railroad at
Ansted.

These operations brought a measure of prosperity to the community
'and several young men of that day earned their first dollars at these
mills by hard labor. The hours were long and the wages low compared to
now, but it wasn't all drudgery. No indeed. One clay at the stave mill
beside the creek at the edge of the James woods the gang of men got the
surprise of their lives the smallest man in the crew 'wollered' each one
of them. One back would hit the sod, then another would suffer the same
fate, then another. Some went down so fast they hardly knew how it
happened. The hero's name was Franzy Deitz (who, incidentally, did. not
tell us about the incident. I ask the man who told me, "Why are you
blushing?" He replied, He 'wollered' me, too. Boy that feller was quick
as lighting").

An old timer who is deceased said that James was responsible for
the road from the James woods to Meadow River and up the cliffs on the
Fayette side. . This was his outlet to Ansted which at that time and for
years later was the railroad center 'for this area, It was our nearest.
available railroad station or the point of access to one... In 1830 when
Stonewall Jackson was six, his 'widowed mother married Blake Woodson who
with his rice 'Wife moved to the new settlement on the James River and
Kanawha Turnpike. called New Haven (now Ansted), this was a settlement of
log houses built by a spiritualist cult from New England, These settlers
had brought a printing press and were publishing a small newspaper. one of
the first in the section. It was here in 1831, at the home of Miles.
Manser, that the county of Fayette was organized and the new arrival Blake
Woodson from Lewis County was appointed County Clerk. This was in
February, 1831; that year Thomas (Stonewall) Jackson visited his mother
for a few weeks then returned to his uncle at Jackson's Mill. His mother
died that fall and is buried at Ansted. (Information from writing of
Forest Hull and Roy Bird Cook).

Time passes - the years crowd upon each other and the span of a
generation, a tick on the clock of time, has passed. Back when the years
were few for some of us, tottery bewhiskered old men who remembered
pioneer days were living. Back when their years were few, men who
remembered the first days of our nation were still living. Our
civilization is young compared to Europe, Africa or Asia yet man had lived
here for a vast period before Columbus turned his ships toward this
hemisphere. The early settlers in the Kanawha valley found stone ruins on
the mountain tops so old that huge oaks grew from the ruins. On the
mountain between the mouths of Armstrong and Loup creeks are the remains
of a stone wall that originally formed and inclosure which contained two
towers and a throne-like structure.
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The wall was originally eight or ten miles long. Very obviously much
human labor was expended here and for what purpose one can only hazard a

guess. Was it a retreat for the populace in the valley in the event an
enemy tel upon them? Since man has left his first reLords, he has
violently attacked his king, has sneaked out of darkness and slAin his
kind whom he termed an enemy. so the inclosure could well have been built
as a refuge in which to retire in times of danger. Why were the towers
built inside this inclosure on the summit of Mt. Carbon which were in

positions to overlook a long stretch of the Kanawha and the valleys of
Loup and Armstrong? Government experts of the Bureau of Ethnology
thoroughly studied this area in 1890 and their evidence proved that in

times past a tremendous population of some people had their villaaes up
and down the long stretches of the Kanawha. Their walls (another was near
'the mount of Paint Creek), cemeteries, mounds, etchings on the rocks and
cliffs and relics of various kinds proved that... The report in part says
about one place near the mouth of Paint Creek: "...The sandy soil, which
extends to the depth of 4 or 5 feet, was found to be literally filled with
charcoal, ashes, fragments of pottery, entire and broken stone implements,
etc...it is probably a village site or camping ground, occupied
continuously, or season after season for a long time,...but so far back in
the past that the entire area was overgrown with the largest timber of the
valley when first visited by white men..." Some miles below this they
found where "The bones and perhaps the flesh of hundreds of persons had
been burned here; the fraaments were all small and thin. indicating
children of small females." (The authors: in this large volume whom I am
quoting offers no guess as to why this pile of bones was piled there, and
that was sixty years ago. The bones then were crumbly. A mound 61 feet
long by 37 feet wide covered this charred bone pile).

In July 1951. Tom and I with map and compass explored part of the
wall on Mt Carbon. We approached from the Loup Creek side. We spend some
time on the mbuntain.top before we found the wall. Tom and I tried to
imagine this certainly pre-Columbian wall being constructed, with hordes
of savages carrying stones and adding them to the crude wall that
meandered roughly with the contour of the mountain side about three
hundred feet below the summit. Did the squaws build it while either
braves were fishing or hunting or out scalping others of their own
specieS? Just try yourself, to figure this out on top of Mt Carbon while
giant locomotives are panting and puffing in the valley below and
aeroplanes zoomed overhead. These modern noises are very distracting when
one permits his imagination to drift back to the past when the stones of

this wall were scattered over the summit and precipitous slopes of Mt.

Carbon back when this part of our hemisphere was a question mark on a

crude map or, perhaps, so far back that the question mark hadn't been
added yet. The map makers on another continent drew a few short lines
around the small area they knew and affirmed this is the map of the world.
Beyond lies monsters and precipices and shoreless seas....Great oaks five
hundred and more years of age grew on the remains of the wall whose secret
was in the enigmatic past.

Being veiled in a shroud of mystery, we found other 'exnlanat'cns"
for this wall from the people whom we interviewed. Legends grow and
thrive from the mysterious. Ages ago, according to one theory, lightning
stuck and exposed coal seam on to of Mt. Carbon, the seam became ignited
and for years it smouldered underground and smoke issued from the mountain
top.
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This was very mystifying to the simple minded, superstitious aborigines
all that "heap big smoke and no fire" would have been mystifying indeed.
The basis for this is that part of an underground seam of coal is missing
and there are cave-ins or depressions caused apparently bv a 'missing
stratum. The wall was built to fence the Smoke or Fire God in and the
"throne-like" structure wl3s erected for purposes of worship. ...This.
however, does not explain other walls and the Government Report Says on
page 24, "...there is not a particle of evidence that anv inclosure was
for religions or 'sacred' uses,..."

Another theory Tom and I encountered was that this inclosure was
built as a pen for buffalo. It is a matter of record that the bison was
`still abundant in this area as late as 1780, so the Indian had buffalo
meat at hand. We wonder why it was necessary to build the pen on top of a
mountain whose slopes are long and very steep, as Tom and I learned.
Assuming this inclosure were a buffalo pen, one can imagine lines of
savages lining the steep valleys and numerous others driving the buffalo
to the pen.' What yelling and wildly waving of arms there must. have been
It is believed that the bison was more or less migratory; in that case
this mammal could have been scarce or absent during winter. so this pen
could have assured a permanent meat supply.

An old man of that vicinity whom we interviewed told us of midden
or piles of mussel and turtle shells, 6ut no buffalo remains (such as
teeth) have been found in these refuse piles. as far as we can learn.

According to the records, there was a never-failing supply of water
inside the inclosure. Tom and z discovered that there was a stratum of
black flint in this area (Kanawha black flint, it proved to be) and that
laroe flint boulders had been used in the well and we found places where
there were accumulations of flint flakes.

It is the opinion of this scribe that a village (or villages) was
inside this inclosure and that the crude wall overlooking the steep bluffs
was built for defensive purposes. ...Perhaps, too, these people on top of
Mt. Carbon were using coal long before Peter Salley found it in 1742
centuries before an aeroplane zoomed over the silent ruins of stone wall.
(References; Twelfth Report of the Bureau of Ethnolooy, W.Va.
Encyclopegia, the history of W.Va. by Phil Conley).

Of course you've heard of Thomas Batts, Thomas Wood and Robert
Fallam who started on a trip September 1, 1671. Major General Abraham
Wood under authority of Governor Sir William Berkeley sent. with Jack
Weason, servant, and eight Appomattox Indians, this party to "e::plore the
country to the west of the Virginia settlements...After crossing Craig,
Pottsand Peters Mountains, the party traveled northwest across Monroe
and Greenbrier Counties to the main branch of Gauze, River and thence
westward to the Great Falls of the Kanawha River in Fayette County." (This
is a quotation from Proceedings of the National Museum, Vol. 84, No.1
3002, in which two historians are quoted on page 475-76). This party was
to travel westward until they found where the tide ebbed and flowed.
After suffering hardships of sickness, they very easily convinced
themselves this point was just below the tel (of Kanawha) then they
returned home.
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The main br-anch of Gauley River this fragment of the gm .at.ion
above is very interesting indeed because it could well be the first record
of white men in our immediate vicinity. Of course, this party kept notes
of their journey but many mountains and streams. over the area they
traveled hadn't been named by white men, consequently historians have had
difficulty in ascertaining the exact route traveled by this party. One
can feel sure, we think, that the great National Museum felt sure of

themselves when they state that this party traveled along the main branch
of Gauley River. Ah, the inscrutable pale face! He can't rest until he

learns what is over the mountain, until he finds the head spring of the

great Potomac and he often sticks his neck out to far! He was
beginning to do this now in a new country a country with a confusion of
'hills and mountains, deep valleys and canyons, each with the stream that
had cut the valley, and every hill and canyon side clothed with great
trees and shrubs and flowers. Well, not exactly a new country no, for
the Indian had claimed it for centuries, had even shed blood among
themselves over it. It was a land to breed jealousy indeed for the
forests were filled with game, the rivers with fishes. And here. came
these pale faces from over 'the endless mountains' and began snooping
about, reaching the great river called Ken-in-she-ka, meaning in Shawnee
language 'the river of evil spirits' (called Kan-a-wha by the Delawares,
meaning 'the place of the white stone'). ,..And it is recorded this party
was first of the white man but wonder it Batts, Wood and Fallam examineo
the beech trees carefully?

the Indian was ialous of this great hunting around drained by
the Kanawha. .The Cherokees from North Carolina. The Shawnees from Ohio
and the Senecas from New York 'had been battling for possession of the

area. The time was nearing when the scalps of many of the pale face were
to adorn the wigwams of many an' Indian brave a prized trophy to the
Indian but a said loss to the white man!

In the Craigtville area are the Strouds Knobs, which is series of
knobs, part of them being in Webster and others in Nicholas. Strouds
Creek meanders through the hills until it reaches Gauley. Here by the
river with the French name a German family by the name of Stroud built
their cabin, about a century after Batts, Fallam and Wood made their trip.
In June, 1772, during the absence of the husband, the wife and children
were murdered by the Shawnee Indians and in the'heat of their fury,
William White, William Hacker, John Cutright, Jesse Hughes and another man
went to an encampment of Delaware Indians at Bulltown and killed every
man, woman and child there ('five families of them)....Recriminations,
revenge and the rolling of war drums.

The Indian wasn't fully to blame, he had his rights; the white man
wasn't fully to blame, he had his rights. Both were to blame but it's
human for man to say "It's not me. Lord no!. it's the other fellow." It's
always the other fellow, the other nation. "Our side is right" is often
the alibi for both sides. The trail to war is paved with such bricks.
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There is too much war without us bringing in causeci
. for another. so

to other matters to the famous Nicholas County hunter, Anthony McClung,
who was out hunting with a friend one cold winter day. Anthony had grown
up in the punk and flint fire-making days. A fellow named. A.D. rhillips
in 1836 had patented a thine called a match. It was. rumored that one
could start a fire with on of the things but some old fellows as Anthony
were rather dubious regarding them. Anthony's companion had some matches
on this day and while Anthony returned and knowing his buddy had no flint
and punk in a surprised manner inquired, "How in the world did you build
that fire?" With matches, Anthony, with matches!" "Lord above." Anthony
exclaimed. "We'll freeze to death by that fire!" and proceeded to kick it
out, assuring his buddy he'd build a real tire in a jiffy but before that
"point was reachnd Anthony fell in the creek and got his punk wet, so they
had to build a fire with the new fangled matches after all. No doubt
Anthony was surprised to learn that the new was as warm as the old.
Thanks to Clarence Herold for this true tale.

THE DEVIL'S TAIL

Aunt Rachel was very superstitious and lived alone in
'well-ventilated cabin. There were large cracks in the floors, so large
in fact that one day a stray cat was under the house and as it. passed
crack it's tail protruded. The old lady, who had her reason to think that
the devil had been snooping around her cabin, saw this apparition. she
arabbed a knife and cut off the cat's tail. Pandemonium broke loose under
the cabin. such yowling and screeching and spitting as if the very devil
had been turned loose and that's exactly what Aunt Rachel thought it
was. Ever after she displayed her trophy as the devil :s tail. A
neighbor's tailless cat swayed her not from her conviction. "She slaved
not the dragon she only got his tail!"

SHE SAID "NO" -- HE DID GO

"But love is such a mystery
I cannot find it out:

For when I think I'm best resolved.
I then am most in doubt."

Everyone knew that Becky and Wade had a big case up. It was the first
time that either had been bitten by the love bun -- that is. really in
earnest bitten. "Them kids is mom' to pit tied-up, I betcha" was a
common statement in the community. Becky was perhaps a bit stubborn and
odd-turned and Wade was shy and very sensitive, but people like that often
get around such and other obstacles. Sometimes love will ge through hell
and high water and come out all right, then another time collapse over
nothing at all. There are those human elements to consider when that
"strange bewilderment overtakes one person on account of another person."
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Perhaps Nang did E;OME, plottinu and blanhihe lust how he d sop the nuestion
to Becky. No doubt he'd have the pertect plan all worked cut when alone
but when the opportunity presented itself well. 7ou he

said. "A party day, aint't it, Becky?" This went on for quite awhile with
Becky sweating it out and becoming disheartened at such a !fellow, for she
was as anxious for the question as he. She no doubt said "He's the
weak-heartedest feller I ever saw," Of course, Becky "hid" her feeling for
Wade. And Wade, of course, didn't understand women, Becky in
particular....Well, in the face of all this one day he popped the question
and do you know what her reply was? Right, she said "NO!" He took her
at her word, packed his grip and went West, a heart- -broken man, where he
remained for years; she spent her life at Mt. Lookout.. Neither ever

^married. Both are dead. '"'Tis better to have loved and lost than never
to have lost at all." ...(Note: Aunt Rachel, of the Devil's Tail, lived
at Runa.

******* *******

A PROMISE KEPT

Edward Ann McClung, b. Sept. 13, 1830. Her father promised
Edward McClung he would name his next child for him. The next happened to
he a cirl. Her- name attest her father's faithfulness to keep a promise.

******* * * * *

FROM RAGS TO RICHES

Charlie Grip McClung, b. Dec. 29, 1836. When he began kite the
only thing he possessed was a half-grown dog. During his career he bought
and paid for ten thousand acres of land. He now (in 1902) owns six or
seven thousand acres of valuable coal, timber and grazing -lands. He
erected the McClung church near his home at his own expense, costing about
$1,400. His estate is now (still 1902) valued at $90,000.

******* *******

FROM RICHES TO RAGS

Stuart McClung. He owned one of the finest farms in Greenbrier
County.... He was at one time quite wealthy; but the close of the Civil
War found him with a large stock of cattle on his hands. They depreciated
in value so as to bankrupt him.

...Stumpy Alex McClung, b. Mar. 19, 1792. He sold several net:41-6es
and drank their worth in whiskey.... Another one sold his '278a. farm and
said. "I propose to live like a gentleman and have all the whiskey I want
to drink."
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HE & GOT 'STUNG'

Away back yonder before the i.a145 forbid certain wrecrupulase
practices in newspaper advertising, some of cur ancestor got atung- The
chances are your arandad got stung but he kept it a recrc.:7,t. But. it:ODt OF.
my grandad. One time he read an ad which offered, -fur a. price. a sure
fire method for exterminating bugs, bugs large and zmE,11., ALL bui s. none
excepted. Perhaps, too, the ad showed pictures of the horrible creatures
-- bugs with long saw-toothed bills, buns with the devil's tail. hungry
bugs with gaped-opened mounts, ravenously eyeing the bean patch. And,
best of all, there was a guarantee that the method would work one hundred
percent. Form that, ad it looked as if the bum race was doomed. Granddad
sent along a hard earned dollar and with high anticipations awaited the
'newly invented Bug Exterminator. One day it arrived. The invention was
composed of two small blocks of wood, one marked A. the other D. The
directions were simple: 'Catch the bug and place on block A then place
block B on said bug and press blocks together." Of course. the inventer in
due course received a very non-complimentary letter but he replied that
the thing would do exactly what he guaranteed it to do. ....

...Another time he read a very convincing ad offering a. method for
eradicating sheep sorrel. For a dollar he received this: "Full the
sorrel up by root, pile on a stump, dry then burn." ....

...He ordered a quantity of used clothing from a New York ad. The
clothing arrived but all of it was covered with patches. He returned it
and informed the outfit that he didn't want patched clothing. He received
another bundle which was filled with used clothing with the holes
unpatched.

...Oranddand wasn't an acauaintance of Barnum. The Ramsey Histore,
tells about a'.Mt. Nebo resident ordering a Bug Exterminator, and the
chances are that your grandpappy did, too, but after his face regained its
normal color he said. "Sh-h-h-h-h-h. we gotta keep this quiet!" ....

******* *******

ALL KINDS MAKE A COMMUNITY

Widow Linda Gat had a log smoke house where she kept her meat.
Outside the door was fastened by leaning a log against it in order to keep
the dogs out. One night she barred the door and later in the night heard
noises apparently in her smoke house. Thinking she had barred in a dog.
she unbarred the door and there inside was Felty who very bravely
attempted to explain his presence in the smoke house. (Note: Two
different people told us this incident. Their versions differ sliohtly.
In fact, there are two or more versions to most incidents in this little
pamphlet).

...Here is perhaps why the lady above became a widow: George, A
confederate sympathizer, heard that Gat was leaving to join the Union
forces. George killed Gat, threw his body over the cliffs. Years later
human bones were found over the cliffs and rumor prevailed that, the bones
were of an Indian; however, Gat simply 'disappeared' and no proof ever
was found that he had joined the Union forces. And it was a little late
for Indians. In this period of historymore people than Gat disappeared
in areas like this where sentiment was. strongly divided.
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